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Introduction
Water distribution  networ k mod eling requ ires input from
many sources.  Mu ch of this data cann ot be measu red
directly  and it is rarely known precisely.  Input
imprecision is propagated to uncertain model predictions.
This paper d iscusses a tech nique fo r quantif ying the
uncertainty of mod el results base d on the  variability in
mode l input.  
Once the mag nitude of  the unce rtainty is  understood, an
engineer can use that inform ation in  several ways.  Based
on the predic tion unce rtainty in pr esent o r future
conditions,  safety factors can be included in design of
network improvements. To enhance m odel predictions,
additional field data can be collected w hich will lea d to
more precise model parameters.  Using the prediction
uncertainty, the optimal network conditions and
measurement locations c an be ide ntified.  Finally,
different network representations can be evaluated by
comp aring their p redictive u ncertainties. 
The model input needed to compute the pressure heads
and pipe flows are the nodal demands, pump and pipe
characteristics, tank dim ensions, v alve settings, and
coefficien ts describing energy losses in other
appurtenan ces.  Some of this data, such as pipe diameter
and length, is acc urately kn own an d available from
construction plans.  Oth er inform ation for p ipes, in
particular the pipe roughness, varies over time as
encrustation occurs.  N odal dem ands are d ifficult to
predict s ince they also change over a short t ime and
because  they are modeled as lumped at single locations
rather than distribu ted along  a pipe.  A s such, bo th
parameters are not measured exactly but estimated
indirectly  from other field m easurements.  This paper
focuses on the un certainties in pipe roug hness
coefficien ts and no dal dem ands.  
Pipe network hydraulics
Flow in a pipe network satisfies two basis principles,
conservation of mass and conservation of energy.
Conservation of mass states that, for a steady system, the
flow into and out of the system must be the same.  This
relationship  holds for the entire network and for
individual nodes.  A node is included in a network model
at (1) a demand location and/or (2) a junction where two
or more pipes combine.  One mass balance eq uation is
written for each n ode in the netw ork as:
where Q in and Qout are the flows in pipes entering or
exiting the node and Qdemand is the user demand at that
location. These d eman ds are un certain sinc e they are
estimated from the local user base that cannot be
predicted exactly since they vary nearly continually.  In
addition, the demand is typically represented as a lumped
dema nd for u sers near th e node. 
The second governing equation  is a form of conservation
of energy that describes the relationship between the
energy loss and pipe flow.  The most commonly used
head loss equation for water networks, the Hazen-
William s equation, will be the only such relationship
considered in this paper.  In English units, the equation
is written as:
where D is the pipe d iameter, L  is the pipe len gth, Q is
the pipe flow, and C is the Hazen-Williams pipe
roughness  coefficien t.  hl is the head or energy loss in the
pipe.  H i and H j are the energy at nodes at the ends of the
pipe measured in dimen sions of len gth. Usin g this
equation, conserv ation of en ergy can  be written  in
several ways.  Most often, it is written for energy loss
around a loop.  The two conservation relationships can
be used  to develop a set of nonlinear equations that can
be solved fo r the pipe flo ws, Q, a nd nodal heads, H,
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which due to un certainty  in input ar e inheren tly
uncertain.
Quantifying uncertainty
If the variability in input param eters, C and Qdemand, can
be quantified several techniques exist to determine the
resulting uncertainty in model output.  Mon te Carlo
analysis  (MC) is a general  enumerative approach for
comp uting the sta tistics of a mo del’s outp ut.  
Given the input parameters statistics and probab ility
distributions, one iteration of Mon te Carlo a nalysis
consists of randomly generating a set of input
parameters.   The numerical model, in this case the
hydrau lic relationships, is then solved to determine the
model output.  In this study , KYPI PE (W ood, 19 81) is
used to co mpute  the nod al pressure  heads.  
To complete a full analysis  consisting of a large number
of iterations, a set o f random  input is gen erated an d their
corresponding output is determined.  The statistics
 (e.g.  mean,  variance, and standard deviation) of the
model output can then be computed.  If a sufficient
number of Monte Carlo iterations are completed, the
output statistics will con verge to th eir actual va lues.  The
probab ility distribution of the model output can also be
exam ined.  
To estimate  the predic ted head  uncertain ty, Mon te Carlo
analysis  was app lied to seve ral networks and levels of
input uncertainty in Araujo (1992).   Figure 1 shows one
of the systems considered and Table 1 provides the input
statistics for pipe roughnesses.  Table 2 summarizes the
results estimates of the predicted head variances.  It was
assumed that the roughness coefficients followed a
normal probability distribution. As the input un certainty
increased, the output variability increased at nearly the
same rate.
TABL E 1: Pipe roug hness statistics for selected pipes 
Pipe 1 3 5 8 9
Low standard deviation 0.9 1.5 0.4 1.0 1.4
Med. standard deviation 4.3 7.7 2.0 5.2 7.1
High standard deviation 9.1 15.6 4.1 10.0 13.2
TABLE 2: Standard deviations of nodal pressure heads for selected nodes
Low pipe standard
deviation
Medium p ipe standard
deviation
High pipe standard deviation
Node MC FOSM MC FOSM MC FOSM
1 0.04 0.04 0.20 0.21 0.40 0.42
2 0.40 0.41 2.03 2.10 4.00 4.13
3 0.08 0.08 0.42 0.44 0.82 0.85
6 0.03 0.03 0.16 0.17 0.32 0.34
Trace* 0.18 0.19 4.74 5.08 18.44 19.65
*Trace is the sum of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, i.e., variances
As shown b y Araujo, the d istribution of the pressu re
heads followed a normal distribution until a high input
uncertain ty level was evaluated.  This result allows one
to draw conclusions about the confidence level in model
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predictions.   For example, the 90 percent confidence
level that the pressure head at a node is greater than a
desired value can be computed.  Thus, when designing a
system expansion, an engineer can consider confidence
levels on pressure h eads as w ell as their  expected valu es.
Monte C arlo analysis requires a  large number of model
evaluations and long computer times to determine the
desired statistics.  Alternative approaches th at are less
comp utationally  intensive have been proposed in the
statistics literature.  On e popu lar class of m ethods is
known as point estimation ap proaches w ith the simplest
being the  first order second moment approximation
(FOSM).   To estim ate the mean and variance of model
output,  FOSM requires computing the model output at a
single point and determining the derivative of model
output to model input (i.e., change of model output due
to a change in model input).  In the worst case, these
derivatives can be co mpute d by finite d ifferences  with
one additional model evaluation for each input
parameter.  The variance of the model output, e.g., the
nodal pressure heads, can be expressed as a function of
the variance  of the m odel para meter, e.g ., Hazen-
Williams rou ghness coefficien t, as:
where cov(H) is the covariance matrix of the predic ted
pressure head and cov(C) is the covariance matrix of the
roughness  coefficient .  The derivative terms are the
matrix  of representing the change in pressure heads due
to a chang e in roug hness co efficients. Th e key resu lt in
the cov(H) matrix is the diagonal elements that are the
variances of the individual pressure heads.  The mean
value of the output is assumed to occur when the value
of the input is evaluated.
FOSM was used to predict model uncertainties of the
network in Figure 1  with results a gain sum marized  in
Table  2.   Although FOSM is an approximation
technique, the results  compare very  favorab ly with
Mon te Carlo analysis. Howe ver, the diff erence in
computations is dramatic.  Thus, FOSM was used for the
analysis in the following sections.  FOSM, howev er,
begins to diverge from Monte Carlo analysis at high
levels of uncertainty.  This result is due to model
nonlinearity  at higher uncertainty levels while the
FOSM, by using  only the fir st derivative s, neglects th is
nonlinearity.
Collection of field data to reduce uncertainties
If input uncertainty is very high, a model is likely poo rly
calibrated and add itional field data should be collected
to reduce the input u ncertainty .  Uncertainty analysis can
assist in determining where and under what conditions
additional data should be taken to improve model
calibration.  Araujo (1992) developed a methodology for
comparing the utility of field  data collected from a set of
potential deman d cond itions. The  data collection
methodology is based on lowering the uncertainty level
at one or more nodes through  a reduction in one or more
pipe rou ghness c oefficient u ncertainty . 
Rough ness uncertainty is dep enden t upon fie ld
measurem ents.  Therefo re, a two lev el gradien t was
computed.  The first level estimates the change in pipe
roughness  uncertain ty given a demand pattern and
assumed measurement locations.  Extreme demand
conditions should b e selected, s uch as simulated fire
loads, that stress the network and cause hig h energy loss.
These types of demand conditions can be induced by
opening one or more fire hydrants and supply useful
information for imp roving p aramete r estimates. The
uncertainty analysis is completed using the FOSM
method assuming that the predicted demand  occurs
using:
where HM is the measured pressure heads and co v(HM)
is the covariance matrix for the measured heads.  The
covariance of HM varies depending upon the device used
for measurement and the accuracy of determining
elevations.  The gradien ts are evaluated at the best
estimate of the C v alues and m easured head s.
The second level of the methodology computes the
propagation of the expected new pipe roughne ss
uncertainties to nodal pressure head predictions.  The
second step is identical to the uncertainty predictions
described in the previous section.  By comparing the
reductions in pressure head uncertainties for different
demand patterns, the conditions that provide the m ost
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improvement can be id entified.  Th is condition  should
then be induced in the field and the network recalibrated
with the new data.  If any nodes continue to have
unacce ptably  uncertainty levels, the process can be
repeated to determine other measurem ents that are useful
in further reducing nodal prediction uncertainty.
Pipe network representation
Uncerta inty analysis can also be helpful in identifying
how a network should be represented in a mathematical
mode l.  In most m odeling  efforts, limited  field data is
collected to determine model parameters.  Typically, the
data is insufficient to estimate parameters for individual
pipes.  As such to improve the confidence in the
calibrated pipe roughness coefficients, pipes are grouped
and all pipes within a group are assumed to have the
same roughness value.  Groupings may be made
arbitrarily  or using judgement after examining pipe
material and installation records. By reducing the
number of parameters, confidence in the estimated
values increases and the parameter uncertainty or error
decreases.
Although the parameter uncertainty decre ases, the group
roughness  coefficients are not individual pipe values and
can be considered as averaged or surrogate model
parameters.   Thus as fewer pipe groups are considered,
the mathem atical model is less representative of the true
system and a m odel erro r is introduced.  The tradeoff
between errors can be seen in  Figure 2.  As the number
of parameters increases the model error decreases (for
the reason above) and the parameter error increases since
more parameters a re being estimated from the same
amount of  information.  An envelope is shown since
several pipe groupings can have the same number of
parameters but have different er rors.  For ex ample if   all
pipes in a pipe group have similar field roug hness
coefficients, the model error will be smaller than a pipe
group ing that the  pipe rou ghnesse s are very  different.   
The key to modeling is identifying the tradeoff between
the two uncertainties.  Mallick and Lansey (1994)
developed a technique to compare these errors.  The
technique is an extension of the work by Yeh and Yoon
(1981) for groundwater mode ling.  For a se t of field data
and a network model with a defined pipe grouping, the
optimal parameters can be identified using one of several
approaches (Basnet and Lansey, 1989) .  Mode l error is
defined as the sum  of the squares of  the differences
between the field measurements and the model
predictions after calibratio n.  At the o ptimal parameter
values, parameter error can be computed using FOSM as
described  in the prev ious section s.  
A number of com binations of pipe groupings are
possible for even the smallest pipe network.  To
compare  pipe groupings, model versus parameter error
can be plotted for all groupings (Figure 3).  Both types
of errors are small for points  close to the origin.  The se
pipe grouping combinations are the best model
representations.
Conclusions
Imprecise  field measurements result in uncertain model
predictions for all types of models including those for
water distribution networks. High uncertainties require
increased safety factors and result in more costly
designs.  Thus, an understanding of the magnitude of
prediction uncertainties is critical when making planning
and operation decisions based on numerical models.
Rapid  evaluation of prediction uncertainties can be
completed for pipe networks using FOSM  analysis.
Model prediction prob ability distributions were also
determined which allow confidence levels to be
estimated.
Because  of its speed, FOSM can be u sed as a blo ck in
other networ k analysis stu dies.  Tw o applica tions, data
collection and netw ork repr esentation , were de scribed in
this paper.  In addition, the uncertainty approach can be
used in reliability analyses as described by Xu and
Goulter (1996).
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